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1     saying to me, in fact,

2    .

3 A.  Yes, it was, yes.

4 Q.  So it was handy for you to be at home?

5 A.  I think that's what happened a lot of the times I was

6     blamed on absconding.  I was actually over having food

7     at my mother's house.

8 Q.  In paragraph 20 and 21, if we go down, please, to 083

9     and 084, you explain how, having been transferred to

10     Millisle Borstal -- so we saw that.  You were  when

11     that happened in 1973, February 1973.  So you were 

12       You absconded from Millisle and went

13     back to St. Patrick's.

14 A.  I absconded and visited St. Pat's, yes.

15 Q.  And there you spoke to SPT2 and he was a man that you

16     had always got on with?

17 A.  I respect him as a person, yes.

18 Q.  You explain here how you said to him in paragraph 20 --

19     you told him about what had gone on and he wrote out the

20     statement in his office.  Now I was asking you more

21     about that today.  I will just explain what I understand

22     you to be saying and you can --

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  -- clarify it for me --

25 A.  Okay.
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1 Q.  -- if I have got it wrong.  When you went to see him

2     initially, you had a conversation about the fact you had

3     absconded from Millisle.

4 A.  True.

5 Q.  And you and he then had a discussion about what life was

6     like in a borstal.

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  And he wanted you to assist him to set out what life was

9     like in a borstal as a discouragement, as it were --

10 A.  Like a deterrent.

11 Q.  -- which would be a note he could put up for others to

12     see.

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  And that during that conversation about life in the

15     borstal he asked you whether life was ever like that in

16     St. Patrick's?

17 A.  Yes.

18 Q.  Is that -- broadly speaking is that the correct way

19     round?

20 A.  Yes, more or less, yes.

21 Q.  And that it was then you told him about what life had

22     been like in St. Patrick's?

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  Now can you remember did you tell him the identity of

25     the Brother who was sexually abusing you or did you
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1     mention sexual abuse or is it likely you just talked

2     about, you know, life being hard there or can you --

3 A.  No.  I can remember basically what I told him was there

4     was a lot of sexual abuse in the Millisle borstal, a lot

5     of it, and he asked me was there any of it in St. Pat's

6     basically, and I said, "Yes, there was", and he says he

7     had his suspicions and he asked me could I tell him what

8     I knew from there.  So basically I told him anything

9     that I did know.  I mentioned names and whatever, but at

10     the time he did write it down.  Now I am led to believe

11     that he can't remember that.  I don't know, but he did

12     write it down, and I don't think I signed it.  Now

13     I do -- I may have signed it.  I cannot remember whether

14     I signed it or not --

15 Q.  Yes.

16 A.  -- but we had a frank conversation just about general

17     life in there and what was happening.

18 Q.  And you mentioned to me also that you saw him -- you met

19     him in adult life twice at the  --

20 A.  I did, yes.

21 Q.  -- once in the bar and once on -- around the pitch.

22 A.  Just down at the pitches, yes.

23 Q.  And there was -- did you discuss what he had done with

24     the information you had given or --

25 A.  I did indeed.  I think from what I can remember is we
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1     were standing at the bar and I asked him how he was

2     keeping, just a general conversation.  I asked how did

3     things go with regarding the statement and stuff, and

4     I think from what I can basically remember he says that

5     it went no further or something, words to that, but the

6     way -- what I assumed is -- was it's been put under --

7     it's just been brushed to the side.

8 Q.  As you know -- you alluded to it there as you were going

9     through -- the Inquiry has traced SPT2, and again his

10     name shouldn't be used beyond the chamber.  He has

11     provided a statement to the Inquiry.  It runs at 2207 to

12     2209.  If we can just look at 2207, please, he says:

13         "I remember this boy.  I did not have any

14     difficulties with him.  I remember him in particular as

15     one of the better sportsmen among the boys and he

16     participated in hurling, swimming, indoor football and

17     the mini-gym."

18         Does that sound like you?

19 A.  That's me, yes.

20 Q.  In respect of the incident at page 6 in your witness

21     statement -- that is where you talk about telling him

22     about being abused or what occurred in St. Patrick's:

23         "I do not remember any -- anything of this nature

24     having occurred.  If there had been an allegation of

25     a sexual nature, I would have recorded it."
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1         So he is saying two things, HIA272.  He himself does

2     not remember you telling him that and he also says as

3     an added check if he had been told, it is something he

4     would have written down in the diary.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  So he doesn't accept that that is what occurred, but

7     that's your recollection of sharing with him --

8 A.  That's correct.  I did share it.

9 Q.  -- what took place?

10 A.  But also having said that, I right think that he would

11     have been into trouble for speaking to me, because I had

12     escaped from borstal.  By law he should have reported me

13     probably --

14 Q.  Right.

15 A.  -- because I would have been an escapee.

16 Q.  HIA272, you will be very pleased to know I am only going

17     to ask you two more questions.

18 A.  Okay.

19 Q.  The first one is about recommendations.  At the end of

20     the Panel's work it has to consider what recommendations

21     it might make to the Northern Ireland Executive in three

22     areas: some form of apology, some form of memorial or,

23     thirdly, some other means of redress.  We ask each

24     witness whether there's anything they want to say to

25     help the Panel's thinking about what recommendations it
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1 Q.  But you do remember if we move on to the -- just the

2     passage above, you talk about the --

3         "I got beaten by two  called SPT1 and

4     SPT2 and another staff member called SPT3 witnessed the

5     abuse but did not intervene."

6         Was that just one episode of getting hit by them or

7     are you saying, "No, they would have hit me a lot"?

8 A.  They hit me a lot.

9 Q.  Hit you a lot.  Okay.

10 A.  Mostly in the cells --

11 Q.  Okay, and --

12 A.  -- when there was nobody there.

13 Q.  -- they have said to the Inquiry, and I'll just -- as

14     I was reading to you -- SPT1, for instance, if we look

15     at paragraphs 16 to 19 at 2211, please --

16 A.  I was also took to the hospital after it, as I got

17     stitches on my hand here right across, because there was

18     glass on the floor and I tried to break it and it went

19     right into my arm.

20 Q.  Okay.

21 A.  That's the same time that I was took to hospital.

22 Q.  As this?

23 A.  Yes, as this incident happened.

24 Q.  Okay.  Well, what -- what SPT1 has said to the Inquiry

25     is -- he refutes the allegations.  He does recall you
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1     well, which mean the names can't be used outside this

2     room, HIA344.

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  You say they were called SPT1 and SPT2, and you describe

5     SPT1 as a 

6       You go on to say that SPT2 was 

7     

8         Now I know you wanted that corrected, because that's

9     not how you remember him.

10 A.  Well, SPT2 never , so he didn't.  SPT1 

11     

12 Q.  That's just mistake and an error in your statement?

13 A.  Yes.

14 Q.  You go on to say that:

15         "They always told [you] and the other boys to hurry

16     up and they slapped us on the back of the head or hit us

17     with boots."

18         I was asking you what you meant hit you with boots?

19 A.  Well, they kicked you, you know.

20 Q.  This was their own boots that they were kicking you

21     with?

22 A.  Yes, yes, yes, or any football boots lying about, they

23     might have lifted them and threw them at you.

24 Q.  "On some occasions I was still naked because I was

25     drying off after a shower and those two  had
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